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Abstract: There is an intense debate in cultural astronomy on the importance of lunar standstills
in prehistory or antiquity, and even on whether this elusive and difficult-to-understand phenomenon actually was then recognised. In the present paper, we seek to address those who advocate
no longer using the terms “lunar standstill” or the related “lunistice”. We begin by clarifying what
the concept actually involves, before highlighting some case studies where proposed orientations to lunar standstills have explanatory value and a strong likelihood, connected to the lunar
nature of the deities worshipped at particular sites. Finally, we present some relevant ancient
texts that indicate awareness of lunar extremes.
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Introduction

In a provocative presentation at the conference “Road to the Stars”, held in 2017 in
Santiago de Compostela, Prof. Bradley Schaefer outlined a number of arguments against
the lunar standstill paradigm in archaeoastronomy (Schaefer 2017). After providing a
historical overview of the concept, which was introduced by Alexander Thom in the 1960s
(see e.g. Thom 1971), Schaefer argued that the existence of an alignment towards the
lunar extreme is not evidence that the alignment was intentional. In addition, he pointed
out that before 1912 no-one had suggested there was any interest in or knowledge of
what are now called “lunar standstills” by any culture at any time anywhere in the world.
Further, lunar standstills have zero utility, leading him to conclude that “the intentional
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alignment towards a lunar standstill is such an unlikely claim and such a useless idea that
it could be entertained only with such extraordinary evidence as does not now exist.” As
such, all lunar standstill alignment claims are certainly wrong.
A historical account of the concept is provided by the Forum that was published in the
Journal of Skyscape Archaeology in 2016 focusing on the minor standstill (González-García
2016; Malville 2016; Sims 2016; see also Fisher and Sims 2017 for a review on modelling
of lunar extremes). Here, we confine ourselves first to explaining our understanding of
this astronomical event and of how it may be of use to cultural astronomers. We then
review some case studies where lunar standstill alignments have been claimed, before
presenting our evaluation of Schaefer’s conclusions.
Lunar Movements, Standstills and Lunistices

Lunar movements are complex, with a range of elements to be taken into account in
relation to the Earth. Even the time it takes for the Moon to revolve around the earth can
be measured in various ways, none of which correspond neatly with the time it takes for
the Earth to spin on its axis: a tropical month, meaning the average time that it takes the
Moon to pass twice through the same equinox point, lasts for 27.32158 days; a sidereal
month, referring to the time it takes the Moon to orbit the Earth with respect to the fixed
stars, takes 27.32166 days; and the synodic month, meaning the period between two
equal phases of the Moon as seen from Earth, averages 29.53059 days (a mean figure
derived from a long period, for several reasons out of the scope of the present paper −
Morrison 1980; Dickey et al. 1994; Williams and Dickey 2003).
Further, the Moon is inclined with respect to the ecliptic of the Earth around the Sun
by slightly more than 5°. This tilt, i ~ 5°9', translates into the lunar orbit and the Earth’s orbit
having distinct planes that intersect at the line of nodes, and also means that the extreme
positions for the Sun and Moon as viewed from Earth differ – if the lunar orbit were coplanar
with the ecliptic, we on Earth would see the Moon doing the same swinging motion as the
Sun, but with similar extreme positions for each month as the Sun reaches each year. The
inclination or obliquity of the Earth’s axis with respect to its orbit around the Sun (not to be
confused with the precession of the equinoxes) changes over time and produces a slight
variation that is called the variation of the obliquity of the ecliptic (this causes the seasons).
At the northernmost rise and set on the June solstice, the declination of the Sun equals
ε, while the southernmost rise and set in December is δ = −ε (see Online Supplementary
Video 1). However, the 5° tilt means that for the Moon the extremes are at ±(ε ± i).
A final point of contingency in our discussion is that the line of nodes retrogrades
with respect to the Earth axis over a period of 18.6 years. This means that the Moon
reaches two major extremes, at δ = ε + i and δ = −ε−i, and two minor extremes, at δ = ε−i
and δ = −ε + i. The periodicity of this movement implies that the Moon takes nearly 9.3
years to go from the major to the minor extremes, and a further 9.3 years to return to the
major extremes (see Figure 1; this period is different from the draconic cycle of eclipses,
although the cycles are somewhat similar – Green 1985, 173). Due to all these movements,
the positions of the Moon with respect to the horizon, or conversely with respect to the
stars, will change in this period of 18.6 years (see Online Supplementary Video 2).
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FIGURE 1. Relative positions of the Earth’s equator defined by its rotation axis and orbital plane, as well as
the ecliptic– which is inclined some 23.5° – and the orbital plane of the Moon. This last element is inclined
at slightly more than 5° with respect to the ecliptic, but the retrograde motion of this plane makes that
relative to the rotation plane of the Moon, sometimes seem to be (a) above or (b) below the ecliptic. The
period this motion takes to complete in full is 18.6 years (Williams and Dickey 2003).

Of course, to this complex movement must be added the above-mentioned synodic
month and other second order variables that are kept distinct at this stage for the sake of
clarity (Morrison 1980). The consequence of these is that observers on Earth will not see
the Moon’s extreme position with the same phase each month, rendering the complexity
of the system certainly evident (González-García 2016).
This complexity and long duration of the standstill cycle are two of the main problems that have continuously been advocated against the practical possibility of using
the extreme positions of the Moon as a plausible reference point for alignments or
orientations in prehistoric or ancient sites. Certainly, if we want to advocate for a “precise”
alignment towards the value of, for instance, δ = ε + i, it is highly improbable that such an
alignment could be achieved deliberately, given the difficulties of combining the correct
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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movement plus possibly the correct lunar phase, and the observation of the Moon on
the horizon at the right moment.
However, it is important to clarify what is meant by “lunar extremes”. For instance, the
Major Lunistice could be defined as either (1) the northern- and southernmost extreme
position of Moon (i.e. δ = ±(ε + i) precisely), (2) more loosely as declination near ±29°
(±1° due to intrinsic errors, or for example lunar parallax) or (3) any position of the Moon
anywhere clearly beyond the solar range (i.e. δ > ε). We argue that statistical work on a
coherent series of monuments could at most support the second and third definitions,
although ethno-historic information may support the first and/or the second. For the
sake of clarity, throughout the rest of this paper we will use “major lunar standstill”
(northern- or southernmost) for the first definition, “major lunistice” for the second and
“lunar maxima” for the third.
We do not believe that most sites with proposed lunar alignments or orientations
were created for the purpose of careful astronomical observation – i.e. for performing
highly precise calculations to define or refine a calendar, for instance. There might be
such sites, but most where astronomical alignments or orientations have been proposed
are sites relating to social practices (for instance cultic, ritual or ceremonial practices) such
as tombs, temples and sanctuaries. For such sites a correct but not high precision orientation would do. For instance, the most statistically significant orientation of the megalithic
monuments in Galicia (Spain) is towards winter solstice sunrise, with a somewhat wide
spread (González-García and Belmonte 2010; González-García et al. 2017). Perhaps the
illumination of the inner parts of the funeral chamber was of importance to the builders
and users of such tombs (González-García et al. 2019), rather than precise alignments.
Even in cases where we know of the existence of a calendar and a need for intercalations in a lunar time-keeping system, a working calendar as the ones we know existed in
antiquity do not require orientations and alignments that are particularly precise (Stern
2012; see also García-Quintela and González-García 2017 for the case of the alleged Celtic
calendar).
How, then, can we advocate for such intentionality? We must refer to the nature of the
archaeological and historical record. One way, when there is no written source, is by accumulating examples coming from the same cultural background and with similar archaeological artefacts that present a common orientation or alignment. This was the approach
of A. Thom, who has since been reviewed by Ruggles (1999) and Higginbottom and Clay
(2016) among others, and so need not be discussed in detail here. However, we will in
the next section focus on orientations that might be connected to the lunar extremes, in
particular the major lunar standstill, or major lunistice. The examples included are by no
means the only ones existing, but we feel they clearly illustrate our point.
When there is written evidence indicating that a site is connected to a lunar cult,
for instance by the link between the site and a lunar god or goddess, we can step on
firmer ground. This is explored below in relation to a number of sites in the Middle East.
Finally, we show that, contrary to what Schaeffer advocates, there are indeed ancient
texts where the extreme positions of the Moon are referred to and their effects are clearly
acknowledged.
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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Orientations and Alignments

Before proceeding, we would like to make a distinction and clarification between what
is normally understood as an alignment and as an orientation. Observation sites for
watching the movements of the night sky are most often places where the horizon is
frequently far from flat, and thus typically containing a number of peaks and notches. If
one of those features coincides with a particular astronomical target, then we consider
there to be a potential astronomical alignment. This is customarily assumed to be the
case when talking about the alignments of standing stones, for example. As individual
elements, they normally do not have a preferred direction, but from their setting we
could perhaps spot sunrise or moonset against a conspicuous element of the horizon.
That is the sense of alignment.
Conversely, an orientation is defined as some intrinsic direction embedded within the
design of the site we are considering. For instance, if we consider a temple, often the main
axis defines a given direction that intersects the horizon on a given spot. If this coincides
with a particularly relevant astronomical target, then we may talk of an astronomical
orientation.
In many archaeoastronomical works the two terms are often used as synonyms, and
we are not clear if the two terms are distinct in Schafer’s paper.
Statistical Support for Lunar Extremes: The Recumbent Stone Circles and the Supe
Temples

Ruggles (1999) describes several groups of megalithic monuments in the British Isles
where there might be some sort of lunar alignments. One of the most conspicuous is
that of the Recumbent Stone Circles (RSC) in Scotland. These stone circles date to the
end of the Fourth Millennium BC and possibly had a funerary use. They present a quite
systematic layout, with a number of standing stones forming the circle, and incorporating
a recumbent stone with two standing stones flanking it.
Defining the orientation as the line connecting the perpendicular of the recumbent
stone with the centre of this stone, Ruggles found a clear southwest trend with a very
small spread around the declinations of the lunistice (see Table 5.3, column 10 in Ruggles
1999, 215).
In order to assess the validity of this claim we employed a method to quantify the relative statistical significance of the orientation. This method, refined over the years, is based
on the one presented by Silva and González-García (2018). Each measurement has been
represented by a Gaussian kernel, the relative frequency thus providing a probability
density distribution – f(obs). This has been compared with the distribution we would
expect if the RSCs were uniformly distributed towards the horizon – f(unif). From this
theoretical distribution we have derived 100 random distributions with 40 elements, and
we have thus obtained the standard deviation of these random distributions with respect
to the uniform one – σ(unif). We have scaled the difference between the observed and
theoretical distributions by this last value, so that values larger than 3 can be considered
statistically significant.
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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In this case, at least from a statistical point of view, it seems that the lunar hypothesis
is strongly supported, in particular if the second and third definitions of a lunar extreme
provided above are adopted (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. Declination histogram, or curvigram, of 40 RSCs as given by Ruggles (1999, 215). We can see that
the distribution of orientations of the RSCs peaks at a value of the declination close to −30°, the value of
the southern major lunar standstill (or lunistice once the lunar parallax is taken into account). This is by far
the most probable and highly significant orientation for these monuments.

Certainly, one might be surprised that such a low-frequency cycle as the standstill
could be recorded in an allegedly ritual site. Would they have waited so long in order to
perform rituals there? Perhaps they did, as we know of traditions that took place over
cycles spanning several years for other locations (like the Olympiads, or the training
period for the Gallic priests, which according to Caesar [Gallic War 6.14] lasted for 20
years – see García-Quintela and González-García 2017).
Ruggles and Burl (1985) explore the range of possible orientations of the window
defined by the flanker stones of the recumbent stone, as seen from the centre of the
stone circle. Indeed, it is interesting that in a broad sense this spans from −33° to −15°,
with concentrations again at declinations close to −30°. We would argue that this is to be
expected if the tradition was to observe full moonset of the summer months on any given
year. Indeed, this would be a time, at these latitudes, when the night is not completely
dark, both due to the full Moon but also due to the effect of the almost white night.
The step pyramidal temples of the Supe valley in Peru represent another example.
They belong to a society that flourished from nearly 3000 BC to roughly 2000 BC. The
economy was based on irrigated agriculture, cultivating mainly gourd and cotton, with
the main protein supply coming from the anchovies captured at the nearby seashore. An
elaborate architecture was developed, with several sites located along the Supe valley
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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that contained the first urban centres in the Americas. These included ceremonial locations with residential areas and large pyramidal buildings, in several instances connected
with sunken circular plazas (Shady 2014).
González-García and colleagues measured the orientation of the four sides of 74
pyramidal buildings in the ten largest settlements in the valley (González-García et al. in
press; results will also appear in a paper by Shady et al. forthcoming). In their study of the
location and orientation of the buildings they show that the locations of the temple sites
seem to be chosen in such a way that the sanctuaries are at the same time perpendicular
to the river bed and facing important (and statistically significant) astronomical directions
(see Figure 3). In particular, the Moon seems to be relevant, suggesting the importance
of the period of the southern major lunistice and its possible implication for the local
calendar and irrigation practices.

FIGURE 3. The grey shaded area indicates the declination histogram showing the orientation towards the
eastern horizon for 74 structures measured in ten contemporaneous sites of the Supe valley. Solid vertical
lines indicate the solar extremes, while the dashed vertical lines indicate the lunar extremes. The maximum
of the measured orientations coincides with a declination of −30°. The shape of the bulk of orientations
can be well explained by the expected orientation of full moonrises before and after June solstice for the
area (cyan shaded). This period coincides with the epoch for harvesting the gourds and cotton, and with
the end of the fishing season for anchovies, three of the main products recovered at the archaeological
sites. This seems to connect the orientation of the sites with the main economic vectors and suggest that
they could be implicated in the economic cycle, perhaps at the ceremonies that we might speculate were
celebrated in these buildings at these times.

Lunar Gods and Their Temples: Ur, Hermopolis and Antiocheia ad Psidia

As indicated above, if we have a cultic site devoted to a lunar god or goddess and the
orientation is clearly linked to the Moon, as would be indicated by for instance a connec© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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tion to the northernmost position of moonrise, we can reasonably suppose that this is
deliberate and has a cultic meaning. In this section, we review some ancient Mediterranean sites clearly connected with lunar deities, or divinities with a lunar character (see
Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. Map of the Near East showing the three main sites described in the text, where important
sanctuaries dedicated to lunar deities have been identified.

The first site we would like to mention here is the Nanna temple in Ur and its associated ziggurat (see Figure 5a). Sumerian Nanna (Sin in the Akkadian tradition) was the
main lunar god in ancient Mesopotamia, and the most important god of two cities, Ur
in southern Mesopotamia (in present-day Iraq) and much later in Harran, in the north (in
present-day Turkey). The most sacred temple to the lunar god Nanna and his wife Ningal
(see e.g. Woolley 1939) was placed at the base of the Great Ziggurat, a step pyramidal
structure with a temple on top of it, built by Ur-Nammu, the Third Dynasty king of Ur.
González-García (2015) used satellite images and a GIS reconstruction of the horizon
to do a first analysis of the orientation of this monument. The measurements were done
with Google Earth, while the horizon altitude was reconstructed with the assistance of a
digital terrain model from the SRTM satellite and Horizon software (kindly provided by
A. Smith). The main staircase and possibly the top temple were shown to be oriented
towards moonrise at the northern lunar standstill, towards an area where the Sun is never
observed. Nadali and Polcaro (2016) later confirmed this result with in situ measurements.
A second intriguing case is the Egyptian temple of Thoth at Seikh Abada, near ancient
Hermopolis (Figure 5b). While lunar orientations seem to be absent from the nearly 400
ancient Egyptian temples measured so far (Belmonte et al. 2010; Belmonte 2012), this
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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FIGURE 5. (a) The Great Ziggurat of Ur presents an orientation facing the northernmost rise of
the Moon (authors’ diagram, based on image courtesy Google Earth); (b) the temple of Thoth
near Hermopolis is oriented so that people would be facing the northernmost moonrise when
looking inwards. On that same occasion, the Moon would pass through the zenith of the site.

temple might be seen as an interesting exception. It is the best-preserved shrine of Thoth
in the area of Hermopolis, the city under the patronage of this god. The temple axis is not
perpendicular to the Nile, but is nearly directed, although not precisely, to Hermopolis on
the other side of the river; as such, the local topography does not seem to have been the
determining element. However, a very interesting situation is encountered when the site
is considered from the outside looking in, in that the northernmost moonrise is produced
over the hills of the Eastern Desert. Further, based on the apparent diameter of the lunar
disk, the Moon would also pass across the zenith of the temple. It is fascinating to find a
temple of the lunar god perhaps orientated to the northernmost rising lunar position at
the precise geographical area within Egypt where the Moon crosses the zenith. This can
hardly be ascribed to chance.
A third case is that of the sanctuary of the god Men in Antioch of Pisidia (Figure 6,
present-day Turkey). This was the main cult site of this ancient Anatolian Moon god in
Hellenistic times. The main sanctuary was discovered by William Ramsay in 1911 (Mitchell
2002), located at the summit of Karakuyu Hill, nearly 3 km from the ancient city centre.
A processional route connected the sanctuary with the city (Labarre and Taslialan 2002).
This route is marked by more than 150 inscriptions devoted to the lunar god, most of
them topped by a crescent.
The main site includes two sanctuaries. The largest temple by far is surrounded by
a rectangular temenos, and includes a Hellenistic temple similar to those found in other
contemporary cities (Mitchell 2002). Both the temple and the enclosure are oriented
towards the southeast, with an azimuth of 126° and a horizon altitude of 1.25°, rendering
a declination of 27.75° (the measures for the second temple render a closer match to
29°, although the measurements are less secure). Indeed, in this case the orientation is,
within the errors, inside what would be admissible according to the third definition of
a lunar extreme provided above, or even the more precise second one. Once again, it
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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FIGURE 6. The temple of Men Askaenos, the main god of Antioch of Pisidia, is located close to the summit
of Karakuyu Hill. The left image shows a Google Earth satellite picture with the topographic map from
Mitchell (2002) on top of it. The two temples are indicated: (A) the main temple, and (B) the small temple.
The processional route that links Antioch with the hill contains more than 150 inscriptions and carvings
depicting the lunar god as a crescent (top right; obtained from Labarre and Taslialan 2002). The two
temples seem to be facing the southernmost rise of the Moon (the right bottom images render the two
horizons reconstructed with the SRTM and horizon software).

would be a further case where the main temple of a lunar god could be connected to the
southernmost rise of the Moon.
Lunar Extremes in Ancient Writings

One of Schaefer’s key arguments against knowledge in antiquity of the extreme positions
of the Moon is that no scholar has so far reported such knowledge in any ancient writing.
Such references indeed do not appear to be obvious anywhere, but the failure to identify
examples perhaps indicates a lack of awareness on the part of researchers rather than the
non-existence of such references.
In a completely serendipitous manner, we came across two references that do seem
to point to an awareness of ancient astronomical writers with the extreme positions of
the Moon. Both are located in Ptolemy’s Almagest, written in the second century AD.
The first appears in Section 7 of Book 5, which in translation has been given the title
“Construction of a Table for the Complete Lunar Anomaly” (bracketed material in original,
italics added):
We also added a seventh column containing the position of the moon in latitude,
on either side of the ecliptic, as measured along a circle through the poles of the
ecliptic, i.e. the arc of the latter circle cut off between the ecliptic and the inclined
circle of the moon on the same centre [as the ecliptic], for each [tabulated] position
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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of the moon on its inclined circle. For this we have used the same procedure as we
did to calculate the arcs of the circle through the poles of the equator [which are cut
off] between the equator and the ecliptic. Here, however, we took the arc between the
ecliptic and the northern or southern limit of the inclined circle, as measured along the
great circle through both their poles, as 5°. For, like Hipparchus, we find by calculation
from the moon’s most northerly and southerly apparent positions that its greatest deviation either side of the ecliptic is approximately that amount. Furthermore, almost all
circumstances of observations of the moon, whether taken with respect to the stars,
or taken with instruments, fit a maximum latitudinal deviation of that amount, as will
become clear from subsequent demonstrations. (Ptolemy, Almagest 5.7.H388–389,
trans. in Toomer 1984, 237)

The text is crystal clear. It explicitly mentions the extreme position and the value of
the angle, which we learn from Ptolemy was known at least since Hipparchus, and that it
was a calculated value (by observation).
The second reference, where such a calculation is performed, appears a few sections
later, in a section given the title “Observation with Parallactic Instrument” (bracketed
material in original, italics added):
In order, first, to determine the precise amount of the moon’s greatest deviation in latitude, we made sightings when the moon was simultaneously near the summer solstice
and near the northern limit of its inclined circle. For in the region of those points the
moon´s latitude remains sensibly the same over a considerable interval, and furthermore,
since the moon is then very near the zenith at the parallel through Alexandria (at which we
made our observations), its apparent position is approximately the same as its true position.
At such situations it was found that the distance of the centre of the moon from the zenith
was always about 2⅛°. Hence by this method too the moon’s greatest latitude either side of
the ecliptic is shown to be 5°. For the Zenith distance of the equator at Alexandria has been
shown to be 30;58°; if we subtract from this the 2.⅛° (which is the apparent distance [of
the centre of the moon from the zenith]), the result [28;50½°] is about 5° greater than
the distance from the equator to the summer solstice, which was shown to be 23;51°.
(Ptolemy, Almagest 5.12.H407, trans. in Toomer 1984, 246–247)

This text indicates an awareness of the 5° value for the inclination of the orbit of the
Moon. Further, it indicates that ancient writers were well aware of the different positions
of the Moon and the Sun. Consequently, both texts disprove Schaeffer’s assertion. It could
be argued that these findings were produced thanks to the ingenuity of the classical
astronomers. However, Ptolemy and his second-century BC predecessor Hipparchus both
relied on knowledge that was already ancient. Particularly interesting is the link between
these references and the observation made above on the Seikh Abada temple of Thoth.
Discussion and Conclusions

The Moon has been considered throughout history as a significant cultural marker.
Indeed, several cultures have developed lunar calendars (Cohen 1993; Hannah 2005; Stern
2012); the Moon frequently appears in iconography (Collon 1992; Krebernik 1993–1998;
© 2020 EQUINOX PUBLISHING LTD
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Labarre and Taslialan 2002; Steinkeller 2016) and a large number of myths and allegories
connect the Moon with different aspects of social life in ancient and past societies (see
e.g. Belmonte 2012). The Moon, together with the Sun, also appears prominently in a wide
variety of pantheons, having alternatively both male and female gender in many of them;
thus we can talk both of lunar gods and of lunar goddesses.
Despite this prominence, and possibly due to the difficulty in ascertaining the actual
relationship as discussed here, lunar orientations often are less considered (see however
Da Silva 2004; González-García et al. 2007; González-García 2016; Sims 2016; Malville 2016).
However, and as has been summarily proven here, there is substantial evidence that the
extreme positions of the Moon were observed and indeed recorded in stone in the past.
Perhaps one of the main conclusions to be derived from this paper, and from the
whole argument with Schaefer, is that the concept of a lunar “standstill” needs further
revision, and must be used with caution. It is clear that the mere presence of an alignment
or an orientation towards a lunar extreme cannot be the sole justification for building a
whole argument in favour of a lunar connection, either practical or religious. On this point
we would be in agreement with Schaefer.
However, it is also clear that when such an alignment or orientation appears in a
context where a lunar cult or worship can be supported with other independent data,
such a case can be built on much firmer ground. We have presented several instances
here. Perhaps those of the Recumbent Stone Circles in Scotland or the sanctuaries at
the Supe Valley in Peru are only based on the consistency of the orientations towards
possible lunar targets, but the numbers and the statistical tests performed indicate this
intentionality does exist. In those cases where we have textual evidence that the lunar
cult was important, such as Ur (Nanna), Hermopolis (Thoth) and Antioch of Pisidia (Men
Askaenos), we find that the sanctuaries devoted to them can be connected to the lunar
extremes, in a way difficult to justify by pure chance.
Schaefer claimed that lunar standstills have zero utility. However, this must certainly
be dependent on the meaning of “utility”. If we understand “utility” from the positivist/processualist point of view, as for instance to derive a calendar, it is true that the
complexity of the timing would render the use of simply the standstill useless. However,
if we understand utility more from the point of view of the sociocultural context, it is clear
that having an orientation linked with the Moon could have been useful from a ritualistic
or symbolic perspective for the worshippers of lunar deities. This is again proven by the
examples discussed in this paper.
Finally, it should be noted that the two excerpts from Ptolemy’s Almagest demonstrate
that Schaefer is wrong to assert that there is no evidence of any interest or knowledge of
what are now called “lunar standstills” by any culture anywhere in the world before the
modern period.
An intentional orientation towards a lunar standstill or lunistice may be an unlikely
possibility, but as shown above it was not impossible or necessarily irrelevant. Lunar
extreme positions certainly were recognised in antiquity, and we hope to have shown
that the evidence for this exists.
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Supplementary Videos

The supplementary videos can be viewed at the following locations:
Supplementary Video 1: https://journals.equinoxpub.com/JSA/article/view/41030
Supplementary Video 2: https://journals.equinoxpub.com/JSA/article/view/41031
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